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The TICCLAT project

TICCLAT builds a more ‘comprehensive’
lexical database of Dutch on the basis of
the Nederlab corpora.
I We first built an over 1.5 million word
types compendium of the humanly
attested lexical resources available for
Dutch: lexicons and lists of last, first
and place names.
I The Nederlab project has brought
together the major collections of
digitized texts relevant to the Dutch
national heritage (c. A.D. 800 –
present) running to about 18.5 billion
word tokens in a unified text format, i.e.
FoLiA XML. TICCLAT uses these as the
raw materials to automatically acquire
more complete lexicons and name lists
for Dutch throughout its history.

TICCLAT granularity: years

The granularity we try to handle per Nederlab
subcorpus is that of ‘word forms per year’. To
this end we have had our tools adapted so we did
not have to bring the texts to the tools, but the
tools closer to the data, in order to derive the
required frequency lists over time.

I

I

Just about all the tools we require for
handling and analysing these FoLiA
corpora are available to all:

Text-Induced Corpus Clean-up

We run TICCL over each Nederlab subcorpus in order to chart the lexical variation present due to
whatever cause.
I Below we show two visualisations based on the 3656 variants TICCL identified for the word form
’binnenlandsche’ in the about 800 million OCRed word tokens of the Dutch Acts of Parliament,
spanning 1814 to about 2014. This is a high frequency word, e.g. in the phrase ‘Minister van
Binnenlandsche Zaken’ (E. Minister of Internal Affairs). The first picture shows the 25 most
frequently observed variants (sliding bar for frequency filtering set at 100) colour coded for
frequency. The second shows a random selection of 1500 of the variants when no frequency
filtering is applied. The concentric circles radiating from the correct word form in the centre
represent the edit distance. We have an outlier at Levenshtein Distance 8.
I We will build in hyperlinks from the word forms to the existing online dictionaries, word
embeddings and text repositories (with highlighting on the page image where applicable).
I We intend to make the visualizations interactive with an eye on crowd sourcing human
attestation of the automatically linked variants.
I

TICCLAT visualisations

TICCLAT dispersion: years

Per attested diachronical word form we draw
horizon graphs of their dispersion over time,
based on the evidence in the accumulated
lexicons and Nederlab subcorpora.

Supervised morphological induction: an example

For all the word pairs formable per line of related
word forms in the lexica, we calculate the
absolute anagram value differences.
I The values obtained per line are summed. This
sum gives a large anagram value which is a
signature for the line’s particular word forms.
I All lines in the Dutch lexica Gigant-Molex and
Combilex that contain identical derived word
forms will get the same signature.
I

Paradigm Cluster visualisation
Humanly attested morphologically related word forms are
linked into clusters by means of a new, anagram based
supervised morphological induction algorithm.

Line: 187440: veerboot veerbootje veerboten
Diff: 30965652608 38619822375 7654169767
Signature: 77239644750
I Line: 208779: zeilboot zeilboten zeilbootje
Diff: 30965652608 38619822375 7654169767
Signature: 77239644750
I

Paradigm Label Explanation

Paradigm Timeline visualisation

Word types are assigned a multi-segmented
code, uniquely identifying each type.
I The first three segments identify the
morphological paradigm and subclass of the
word type. This is based on a label derived from
the anagram value signature.
I The fourth segment identifies the variant cluster
around the word type’s contemporary lemma.
I The fifth segment identifies the class of the word
type: lemma, morphologically related
contemporary form, attested modern typo,
diachronic form, surname or first or place name.
I The last segment, if present, identifies and
numbers the non-word variants of the preceding
label segments created by e.g. OCR.
I

TICCLAT visualisations

Through the looking glass in front of ’regering’ (E.
government) in the previous morphological cluster
visualisation we have now jumped to the timeline for this
contemporary word form, here: the lemma as expressed in
just three Nederlab subcorpora.

Paradigm visualisation
Next: the list of known morphologically related and
diachronical forms. Known typos are also listed. To each of
the humanly attested word forms in the TICCLAT lexical
network, orders of magnitude more TICCL retrieved
non-word forms from the OCR digitized bulk of Nederlab
corpora (about 94%) are to be linked automatically, as
appropriately as possible.

About the TICCLAT project – eScience Center

TICCLAT IS WORK IN PROGRESS, DUE TO END BEFORE 2020

eScience Center: coordinator: Adriënne Mendrik,
engineers: Patrick Bos and Janneke van der Zwaan
I In SCRUM sessions eScience Center ingests the data into
the TICCLAT database, which allows us to derive
innovative visualizations.
I Further members of the Sprint team: Maarten van
Meersbergen – main visualisor, Tom Klaver and
Pushpanjali Pawar.
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